ONLINE ISFL GENERAL CONFERENCE & ELECTIONS IN 2020

Due to the general closure because of the pandemic, the 2020 World Conference in Barbados has been postponed to 2021. However, the ISFL would like to reflect without delay on the effects of the pandemic in various fields of family law. Therefore, the Executive Council has decided to conduct online an Intermediary Extraordinary General Conference entitled "Family and Crisis: Going Through Pandemics" from 26th to 28th August 2020. A Call for Papers will come soon.

Since 2020 is an election year, all ordinary ISFL member can to take part in the elections. The online General Meeting will take place on 28 August 2020 in conjunction with the online Conference. The elections will be hold online in accordance with ISFL By-Laws.

As usual we invite ordinary members to nominate Council members. The nomination of the ordinary Council member can be submitted by any 2 ordinary ISFL members or Council Members, and must include the name of the nominee, the statement of his/her consent to be nominated, a biographical statement of no more than 200 words and, if the candidate wishes to do so, an additional statement of not more than 100 words.

The nomination of the Officers can submitted by any 5 ordinary members or Council Members, and must include the name of the nominee, the statement of his/her consent to be nominated, a biographical statement of no more than 200 words and, if the candidate wishes to do so, an additional statement of not more than 100 words.

All nominations must be received by the Secretary General by email at secretarygeneralisfl@gmail.com not later than 28 June 2020. Nominations could also be posted if, if you prefer, to Prof. Ursula Basset, Av. Córdoba 1156 9 C – (1055) CABA – Argentina, to arrive by that date.